
 
 
Dear Joe,  
 
as a quick note, I've been sending serial seasonal greetings to Anny Ballardini 
(translator of Should Sun Forever Shine) -- that book was based on fragments of 
Old Latin, and  my Bringing the Text Back Home "big arc project" wouldn't be 
complete without translations of Cried and Measured into a non-Semitic 
language by a modern Jew living outside Israel, and having lost family in the 
Holocaust, and a modern Italian speaking the language into which Old Latin 
evolved. I've got a lot of notes about that at Light and Dust. Anny sent me a 
number of bundles of fruit and other goodies for Christmas, which I photographed 
and used for her seasonal cards..... This one includes the entry for sunset on St. 
Cecilia's Day, the shortest day of the year..... More later, presumably, on a hot 
Christmas..... 
 
Karl 
 
It’s not a surprise to those who’ve known Karl Young, his long history of ailments that 

kept him bedridden, hospitalized but not demoralized, he has finally died. This past week 

apparently, late September “The sun went out just like a dying ember / That September in 

the rain”, yeah that one, Annie Lennoux singing it while I was looking at proofs for the 

most recent poems Karl sent to me:  
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Mike, 
Karl Young has died. Would you consider announcing to Dispatch readers? If 
you would be interested, I will write something. There are many others who 
would also. Karl was to me the Blake of our times. 
Joe 
 
That is quite a thing to say: The Blake of our times? 
Kent 

 

Karl was the first poet that I knew of to understand and to take advantage of the unique 

qualities of the internet to change poetry. He was at the beginnings of Postcard poetry, 

mail art, concrete poetry. Typewriter verse was over. Karl, for reasons of health, logistics, 

finance, abandoned his printing press. He had pushed against the limits of print, limits of 

color and type, layout and design: To Dream Kalaypuya, LINE by Kayino Kyuyo, 

STARSAND, SOUND by Yoshizawa Syoji, The Prose Tattoo by THE FOUR 

HORSEMEN (Rafael Barreto-Rivera, Paul Dutton, Steve McCaffery, bpNichol), IS 

THAT WOOLHAT MY HAT by JACKSON MAC LOW, STILLNESS by Kamimura 

Hiro, STELLAR DREAMS ABOVE THE MIDDLE KINGDOM, etc. and one of the 

most beautiful books ever printed Solar Dreams (Walter Tisdale, Tatlin Books). 

 

Blake? A fellow printer. A poet who understood, mastered the technology of his time and 

of necessity went beyond it. A poet who more than Whitman knew that to touch the book 

touches the man but only IF the book was remade, hand made, to include, be part of the 

image, if you will, the image-nation.  

 

More than any writer I know or know of, Karl Young could withstand the comparison to 

William Blake. 

 

His Light and Dust is still online but for how long I can’t say & I can’t see how anyone 

can claim to know contemporary poetry without having read through, studied this site.  

 

[ 

There are reviews of some of Karl’s books on my site: 

https://www.abullhead.com/young-books 

] 
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